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SOME  RELATIONS  BETWEEN  SEMIGROUPS

OF  POLYHEDRA1

ILAN  KOZMA

Abstract. All spaces are CW-compIexes of finite type. The

notation "=" means homotopy equivalence. The following

theorems are proved :

(1) If XvA = YvA then there exists Tsuch that ClXx T=QYx T,

(2) XxA=YxA implies that there is a T such that T,XwT=

ZYvT.
A partial converse is also proved. As a corollary we get that if

XvA=YvAthcnnt(X) = irt(Y)andifXxA=YxA thenht(X) =

ht(Y) for many homology theories.

1. Introduction. We work with the set W of based homotopy equiv-

alence classes of connected CW-complexes of finite type, i.e., complexes

with finitely many cells in each dimension. We are deliberately going to

confuse a space with its equivalence class. We may also want to consider

the subset Wx of all 1-connected complexes.

We will denote the one point union by X+ Y.

We have two semigroup structures on this set, namely X+ Y and Xx Y;

these can be used to define two equivalence classes and Grothendieck

groups: GX = GX(W), G2 = G2(W), by setting X~j Y if and only if there

exists an Ain W such that X+A= Y+ A, and X ~2 Y if and only if there

exists an A such that XxA=Yx A.

We have chosen to work with complexes of finite type because of what

we need for Corollaries 2.11 and 2.12. If we want to pass to a larger class

of spaces, some care has to be taken, because for any X and Y, X+A =

Y+A if we set A = (-\-?=i X)+(-\-?Li Y). Similarly X~2 Y.
These equivalence relations have been investigated by a number of

people; among them: Freyd ([2], [3]), Hilton ([4], [5]), Hilton-Roitberg

[7]. An exposition of Freyd's work can be found in Cohen [1].

Freyd worked in the stable range and proved many interesting results

there about Gx. Among other things he completely determined the structure
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of G, for stable compact polyhedra, and gave the first example of two

spaces X, Y such that X^ Y, but X ~, Y stably. His example can also

serve as an example in the nonstable range.

Hilton gives some nonstable examples of the same phenomenon, i.e.,

X nul Y and AV Y. He also proves Corollary 2.11 where X, Y, A are

assumed to be suspensions, and Corollary 2.12 for ordinary homology.

Hilton-Roitberg considered the second equivalence class and gave a few

examples of A'-—-2 Y with X^ Y. They are especially interested in finite-

dimensional examples. They produced examples with Xx S3= Yx S3.

As a further nonsimply connected example we prove

Proposition. Lp q ~, Lv^ where Lvq denotes a three-dimensional lens

space.

Proof. It is well known that Lvq=Ppuae3 where Pv is the pseudo

projective plane with fundamental group Zv and a is some map. Similarly,

Lp.a^Pp^ße'3- Moreover, Tr2LP^ = Tr2Lp^=0. So

LP,Q V S3 = PV Ua e3vS3 = Pv Ua e3 u, e'3 = LpJl V S3.

It appears certain that the two equivalence classes are different, and

Freyd's [2] examples should serve as an example where Xr-^1 Y but

Here we are concerned with relations between the two equivalence

relations. More specifically, if we denote by Wx the subset of IF consisting

of all 1 -connected spaces, then Theorem 2.4 could be formulated as follows :

The map Í2: IF,—»-IF which sends A-^-OXcan be extended to a map (not a

homomorphism) Çi:Gx(W^)^>-G2(W) of the Grothendieck groups. Dually,

the map 2 : W—* IV1 sending X to 2X can be extended to a map 2 : G2( W)—*■

GxiWJ.
If we denote by H'^G^Wj) the subset of all equivalence classes, each

of which contains an //'-space, and H^G2(W) the subset of equivalence

classes containing //-spaces, then Theorems 2.10 and 2.7 state that

il\n.\H'-+G2(W) is injective, and that 2|H:7/—»G^W^) is injective.

From Theorems 2.1 and 2.4 we can easily see that if A'<~1 Y in Wx or

X ~2 Y in W, then they have the same homology and homotopy groups.

In fact, more is true. If X ^^ Y or X <^->i Y, it can be easily shown that

^ii^)=^iiY), where Y is the Whitehead gamma group [8], that the iso-

morphisms TTi(X)^TTi(Y), //¿(^^//¿(F) can be chosen to commute with

the Hurewicz homomorphism, and that for finite dimensional spaces

H*(X) and H*(Y) are isomorphic both as modules over the Steenrod

algebra and as rings.

I wish to thank Professor P. Hilton for his advice and encouragement.
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2. Proofs of the theorems. In what follows we will make essential use

of the following identities for homotopy types.

(a)       ~L(X X  Y) = ZX + 2 Y + S(IA Y) [6, p. 104],

(ß)       Q(X + Y) = Ü.X x Ü.Y x Í22(OZAÍ2y)        [6, p. 216].

Theorem 2.1. IfXxA=YxA and X, Y, A are in W, then there exists

TeWx which is also a suspension so that ¿ZX+T=1ZY+T.

Proof. Let ax = 2ZX, ßx=^Y, a2=LA + lZ(XhA), ß2 = I,A+I,(Yr\A).

Then, using (a) and the fact that 'H(XxA) = 'Z(YxA), we get that ax +

a.2=ßx+ß2. Define an = !ZAn-\-lZ(XhAn), ßn = lZAn + I,(YAAn), where A"

denotes the «-fold smash product. Then we have that:

aK + an+1 = lZAn + Z(X A A") + ZAn+1 + I,(X A An+1)

= IZA" + An A (ZX + S/Í + Z(X A A)).

Using (a) again, we get that the last term is equal to ß„+ßn+x.

Let T= 4- «La <*<• Then T= -\- Zt ßt, because

CO 00 00

+ *,• = + («2,- + «K+l) = H" (/3a,- + /Wi)-
1=2 i=l i=2

Moreover
00 00 00

•LX + T = + a, = + («2,-i + a2i) - + (ß2i_, + ß2i)
i=\ 1 = 1 1 = 1

= + ßi = xy+ r.
i=i

The proofs of the other theorems are similar, though more involved; we

need some preliminaries first:

Definition. Let F be the minimal set of functions;/: Wx W^-W so

that:

(a) The function Px e F where PX(X, Y) = X.

The functionfiX)=* is in F.

(b) The function P2e F where P2(X, Y)- Y.

The function P3e F where P3(X, Y) = C for some fixed CeW.

(c) Ifg,/areinFthen/xgeFwhere(/xg)(A', Y)=f(X, Y)xg(X,Y).

(d) If/1; ••-,/„ are in F, then QS^ A- • -A/J e F.
So every function in F can be obtained from Px, P2, and P3 by a se-

quence of operations ax ■ ■ • a.,, of type (c) or (d). We will call such a

sequence a presentation of / All our constructions in F will actually be

constructions on elements (/, a), where a is a presentation of/.
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Definition.    For any fe F, deg/will be defined as follows:

(a) deg7>1=0, deg *=co,

(b) deg/>2=0, degP3 = 0,

(c) deg/xg=min{deg/, degg},

(d) degi22(/,A- • •A/J = deg/1 + - • - + deg/n + («-l).
It is obvious from the definition that, for any X, Y e W and/e F, deg/^

connectivity off(X, Y).

Lemma 2.2.    Let g,f ■ ■ •/„ e F. Then

QzZ(f a • • • A(/K X g))

= £22(/! a • • • ̂ fn) x QZ(fi a • ■ • r\fn_x a g) x a

where a e F and

deg a > max{deg Q2Í/, A • • • A/J, deg 02(/x A • • ■ hfn_x A g)}.

Proof. To prove this we use the identities (a) and (ß). Write / for

M' ■ -A/*-,. Then

Q2(/a (f„ x g)) = Q(2/A/„ + 2/A g + 2/a/„ A g)

= Q2(/A/„) x 02(/a>j) X ffi(/A/„A?)

x QE((QE/a/„) A (Íl2/Ag))

x 02([í¿2(/a/„) x 02(/Ag) x Q2((£22/a/J A (02/Ag))]

a02(/a/„a?)).

Hence a is defined by the previous equation, and obviously has the right

properties.

Theorem 2.3. Let P, Q, B be in W, and ip, cp e F, with deg q>>0, such

that PxBxy(P,B) = QxBX(p(Q,B). Then there exists Te W such that

y>(P,B)xT=y(Q,B)xT.

As an immediate corollary we have:

Theorem 2.4. Let X, Y, A be in Wx satisfying X+A=Y+A. Then

there exists Te Wsuch that ClXxT=Q.YxT.

Proof.    Use (ß) to get

ÛX X Q.A X Q2(£XrAiX4) = Ü.Y x Ü.A x í¿2(£27aO^).

The theorem will follow from Theorem 2.3 by .putting P=Q.X, Q=£IY,

B=Q.A, ç)=02(P1a7>2), and y=P1.

Definition and Lemma 2.5. For any fe F we will define fe F. IfP, Q,

B satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 2.3, we will have f(P, B) xf(P, B) =

f(Q, B)xf(Q, B). Moreover, deg/^deg/.
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Proof.    The definition and the proof will be by induction on the length

of the presentation of/:

(a) Px=P2xçp, *=*. Both claims about / follow directly from the

assumptions of Theorem 2.3.

(b) P2=*. P3=*. _

(c) Suppose /j and f2 are defined. Define fxxf2=fxxf2. Again, the

verification is immediate.

(d) Suppose /,, ■ • ■ ,/„ are defined. Let /=OS(/1a- ■ -A/A. Then by

Lemma 2.2 and induction on «, we get

Q£K/i x /,) A • • ■ A (/„ x /„)] = (U QSi/f a • • • a/:»)) X ß

where £¿=0, 1 and by definition /°=/,/1=/, the product runs over all

possible combinations, and ß e F with deg/S>deg/ Define /=

(rj£2S(/5I- • •/*,")) x/? where the product runs over all possible com-

binations with £¿=1 for at least one i. The statement about the degrees is

immediate, and the other statement follows from the fact that

(02[(/1x/1)a---a(/!x/A])(P,5)

= (ÛStC/x x /) A ■ • • A (/„ x fn)])iQ, B).

For any/e F define /»=/ and fn=f^. Then:

Lemma 2.6. For any feF so that f^*, there exists «>0 such that

deg/* > deg/.

Proof.    The proof is again by induction :

(a) We have that Pl=<p. Hence «=2 since deg 99^ 1.

(b) As P2=* and P3=*, we have that «=1.

(c) If deg/">deg/ and deggm>degg, then deg(/xg)max("'m)>

degifxg).
(d) Suppose the assertion is true for/x, ■ ■ • ,/„, i.e., there exists m

such that deg /f>deg / for i<n. Let f=Q.I,(fxA- ■ -A/„). By induction

on k one gets that fk = \~\ QS(/i'A- • -A/^xy, where all the elements in

the product satisfy ex+- ■ •+en£Zk, and y e F satisfies deg y>deg/ If

we take k=nm, then each element 02(f\l A- • -A/"*,*1) in the product must

have at least one ej satisfying s^m. That will give us that deg/fc>deg/.

Proof of Theorem 2.3. Consider the infinite product YJii0 y^P, B).

The product is in W because deg y'—»-co by Lemma 2.6. Then by Lemma

2.5:

J! W, B) = Yl (V21 x y2!+1)(P, B)
¡SO 1È0

= II (W2i X V2i+1)iQ, B) = YlvXQ, *)•
¡so ¿So
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Moreover,

(.
ri/1'-1 X y>2i)(P,B)
¿si /

= II iv21"1 X rfXQ, B) = Yl V!(Ô, B).
¿Ê1 ¿St

Putting T=Y\i¿i Y(P, B) we get the result.

We will turn now to a partial converse of Theorem 2.1.

Theorem 2.7. If X, Y are connected H-spaces of finite type and if there

exists TeWx such that 2Z+7'=2F+r, then there exists AeW such

that XxA= YxA.

Proof. Use (ß) to get Q2A'xÍ27'x02(í22ArAQF)=Í22FxÍ2rx

Q2(Q2FAQr).
By a theorem of Sugawara [6, p. 208], Q.'LX=XxQ.'L(XhX) for any

//-space X. The theorem now follows from Theorem 2.3 if we take P=X,

Q=Y, B=D.T, and 9)=í22(P1aP1)xíí2(P2a027,1) and y>=iV

We will also prove a partial converse to Theorem 2.4. We need two

preparatory lemmas.

Lemma 2.8. Let X, Ye Wx, Te W. IfClXxT=ClYxTthenfor every

MeWx there exists M' e W such that Q(Z+M)xM'=Q(F+M)xM'.

Proof. Using (ß) it is enough to prove that there exists M" such that

Q2(£2AaQM)xA/"=02(î2 7aQM)xM". But that will follow from
Theorem 2.3 by setting7>=QX, Q = O.Y, B=T, <p=*, y=Í22(7,1A7>3) and

C=O.M.
The following result is known to Ganea. We give a proof in the spirit

of the arguments of this paper.

Lemma 2.9. IfX is a simply connected H'-space of finite type, then there

exists a suspension A of finite type such that X+A is a suspension.

Proof. It is shown in [6, p. 209] that if X is an //'-space, then the

standard map r:2QA'—>-A'has a cross section /: X—>-2QZand then X-\-Xx =

liilX where X1 = T,Í1X¡X. Then Xt is an //'-space of finite type, being a

retract of I.ÜX. Moreover, conn X1>conn X, since the map r:l,Ü.X-^-X

induces isomorphism of the first nonvanishing homotopy groups. Iterating

the process we construct a sequence of //'-spaces Xt of finite type such that

X0 = X, Xi + Xi+1 = 'LD.Xi, and conn X!+1>conn Xt. If we set A = -|- Zi Xu

it is easy to see by arguments already used in the proof of Theorems 2.1 and

2.3 that both A and X+A are suspensions, and that A is of finite type.

Theorem 2.10. IfX, Y are l-connected H'-spaces and ClXx F=0 Fx T

for some Te W then there exists A e W1 which is a suspension such that

X+A=Y+A.
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Proof. First assume X, Fare suspensions: A=SA', F=2 Y'. Apply (a)

to get ZnZX' + (ZQZX')AT+I.T=?:£}'LY' + (ZnT,Y')AT+ZT. Usinga
theorem of James [9, p. 134] which asserts that T,QI.X' = -\-Z,i ^(X'Y, and

applying the same methods of Theorem 2.1 we get the theorem.

We now consider the general case. By Lemma 2.9, there exist X', Y'

which are simply connected suspensions of finite type such that X+X',

Y+Y' are suspensions. Set M=X'+Y'. By using Lemma 2.8, we have

that Sl(X+M)xT' = n(Y+M)xT' for some T e W. As X+M, Y+M

are suspensions, we can apply what we have already proved to get (A+ M)

+ A' = iY+M) + A' for some A'.

Corollary 2.11. If X+A= Y+A with X, Y, A simply connected of

finite type then Tr%iX)^Tr*iY).

Proof. This is an easy corollary of Theorem 2.4, since there is can-

cellation for finitely generated abelian groups.

Corollary 2.12. If h is a homology theory with h^ipoint) of finite type,

or hifipoint) a P.I.D. and ifXxA= YxA with X, Y, A connected of finite

type, then hJX^h^Y).

Proof. The assumption on «* establishes that h(X) is of finite type if

Xis of finite type, or that there is cancellation over «„.(point). The con-

clusion follows using Theorem 2.1.

Note that in the preceding theorem we did not use any Kiinneth theorem

as was done in [4].
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